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Epidemiography designates a class of combinatorial games played on directed graphs. At step 
k of the game, the move made on a digraph G is replicated onto f(k) isomorphic copies of G. 
The player first unable to move loses and his opponent wins. Let G be any finite acyclic digraph. 
We determine the winner for several classes of growth functions f and show that in each case the 
winner has a semi-robust strategy: He can play almost randomly during the play except at the 
end. We also determine the strategy for shortest and longest play. 
1. Introduction 
We examine the following two-player perfect-information epidemiography game. 
Any function f : E+ +H” from the positive integers into the nonnegative integers is 
called a growth function. Let G = G1 be a digraph with a unique labeled vertex ul. 
Player I begins by removing the label from ul, labeling a vertex u2 dominated by 
uI , and adjoining f (1) isomorphic copies of G1, in each of which u2 is the unique 
labeled vertex. The game now consists of f(1) + 1 copies of G,, and in any sub- 
sequent move exactly one copy will be selected to make a move. The players alter- 
nate turns. At step k, a player selects a labeled vertex ui in any of the existing 
copies of G, , removes the label from ui, labels some ui+ , dominated by Ui, and 
adjoins f(k) isomorphic copies of G, in each of which ui+ I is the unique labeled 
vertex. The player first unable to move loses and his opponent wins, since he 
manages to kill the epidemic. 
An epidemiograph is any connected finite directed acyclic graph. Epidemiography 
played on an epidemiograph with a growth function f is known as Common Mania, 
or Coma = Coma(f) for short. A growth function f is parity preserving if f (k) = 
k (mod 2) and parity reversing if f(k) = (k + 1) (mod 2). 
We state here informally the main results from [3, 41: 
(i) For any growth function f, Coma(f) is a finite game and one of the two 
players has a winning strategy. (Since the number of component graphs increases 
explosively for every positive function f, this result is not a priori clear.) 
(ii) For f parity preserving or parity reversing, player I or II can win Coma(f) 
depending on the foliage of G, i.e., the structure of G “near its leaves”. 
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(iii) The winner has a robust winning strategy, i.e., he can play arbitrarily except 
for the “end stages”. 
The last two results raise the question whether the winner can be determined for 
more general functions, and if so, whether there are robust strategies for winning. 
In Section 2 we answer these questions positively. A growth function f is phase 
preserving (reversing) if any parity change occurs only after a move of player II (I). 
It is t-alternating if after at most 2t moves there is a parity change. In Theorem 2.2 
(2.7) we prove that player II (I) can win if f is a phase preserving (reversing) t-
alternating function. The winning strategy is “semi-robust” in that during most of 
the play the winner need only build up a sufficient supply of a certain configuration; 
and only in the end stages does he have to play according to a definite winning 
strategy. 
Coma played on a simple directed path is called Nimania. The length of a 
Nimania play is very large; in [4] upper and lower bounds on the length of Nimania 
are given. The motivation for epidemiography games lies in fact in the study of long 
games, especially the i-Hercules-Hydra game, which has unprovable let. ‘11 in the 
worst case, and the improvability of certain combinatorial statements [5-S]. 
The sum of games consists of a finite number of disjoint games, in which a player 
at his turn selects exactly one of the component games to make a move. The game- 
graph of the sum is the product of the component games. The sum of k copies of 
a single game G thus has a game-graph of exponential size ck for a suitable 
constant c> 1. A polynomial strategy can nevertheless be recovered in certain cases, 
such as when G is acyclic (by means of the Sprague-Grundy function-see e.g. [l]) 
and in other special cases. In an epidemiography game the number of copies is not 
fixed, and in fact grows explosively. Is it still possible to recover a polynomial 
winning strategy? This is another motivation for studying epidemiography games. 
Any labeled vertex is also called a head, here and in the sequel. 
In Section 3 we prove that if f is a nondecreasing rowth function, then the 
strategy of always moving a head with maximum (minimum) height leads to shortest 
(longest) play in Nimania, where the height of a vertex in an epidemiograph is the 
maximum distance from the vertex to a leaf. The result can be generalized to any 
epidemiograph. 
Note that phase preserving/reversing functions are not parity preserving/ 
reversing, but the latter are automatically “alternating” in that the parity changes 
at every move. It is not hard to see that if the growth function is even-valued, then 
the game is not robust. But is at least one of preserving/reversing the parity or phase 
necessary? 
The function f(k) = L(k + n - 1)/n] with n E Z+ fixed is phase preserving for n 
even, but not for n odd. It is not parity preserving either. In the final Section 4 we 
show that in Nimania(f) player I can win for the above f with n = 3, and that he 
has in fact a robust winning strategy. This result can be generalized to any function 
f(k) = L+(k+ 2)1 (mod 4) and to any epidemiograph with appropriate foliage 
structure. 
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2. Alternating phase preserving functions 
Definitions 2.1. (1) A growth functionfis called phase preserving if for every kr0, 
f(2k+ l)=f(2k+2) (mod 2). 
In other words, there is no parity change in f after any move of player I. 
(2) A phase preserving function is called t-alternating (tz 1) if for every kr0, 
f(2(k + 1)) =f(2(k + 2)) rf(2(k + 3)) = .‘. =f(2(k + t)) (mod 2) 
*f(2(k + t)) ff(2(k + t) + 1) (mod 2), 
that is, there are no more than 2t successive values with the same parity. 
Examples of t-alternating phase preserving functions are: 
f(k)= I”+:;--‘1, &k)= [; ~s~;~;wl or 0 (moWt+2)), 
(3) A vertex u of G is afather if u is a nonleaf, all of whose followers are leaves. 
(4) A cover is a labeled father. 
(5) A vertex u of G is a grandfather (also abbreviated gf), if u is a nonleaf, all 
of whose followers are fathers. A grandfather is a labeled vertex unless otherwise 
stated. 
(6) A vertex is an antecedent (also abbreviated ac), if all of its followers are either 
leaves or fathers, and it has at least one follower of each kind. An antecedent is a 
labeled vertex unless otherwise stated. We distinguish between 
(7) The critical stage of a play of the game is the first position in which the only 
heads are antecedents, grandfathers and covers. 
- take an antecedent-move an antecedent to a leaf, so no copies are ad- 
joined, 
- move an antecedent-move an antecedent to a father, and adjoin copies of 
covers as specified by f. 
Theorem 2.2. Let G be an epidemiograph with a unique labeled vertex u, and let 
f be a t-alternating phase preserving function. If at the critical stage the set of 
grandfathers and antecedents has cardinahty at least lot + 1, then player !I can win 
in comaCf) on G. 
For the proof we need the following definitions. 
A maximal set of consecutive moves on which f has the same parity is called a 
plateau. Thus if f is a t-alternating phase preserving function, then a plateau has 
the form: 
2k+ 1,2(k+ 1),2(k+ l)+ 1,2(k+2),2(k+2)+ 1,...,2(k-tr- l)+ 1,2(k+r) 
for some 1 s t-5 t, where 
f(2k+ l)=f(2(k+ l))=f(2(k+ l)+ 1) 
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= ... =f(2(k + r)) sf(2(k+ r) + 1) (mod 2), 
f(2k) $f(2k + 1) (mod 2) if k> 0. 
An even plateau is a plateau on which f is even. An odd plateau is a plateau on 
which f is odd. 
The end of a plateau is the last double move in a plateau (in the above plateau 
it is 2(k + r- 1) + 1, 2(k + r)). The beginning of a plateau is the complement of its 
end. (If r= 1, the plateau’s beginning is empty.) 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Denote the number of grandfathers, antecedents and covers 
at each stage by g, a and c respectively. We consider three cases: 
Case 1: There are either no unlabeled antecedents in the graph, or no (labeled) 
antecedents at the critical stage. From the critical stage on, when a = 0, player II 
strives to make c and g even. Once this is achieved, player II can imitate player I 
until the end of the game. The imitation preserves the parity of c and g, since f is 
phase preserving. 
For making g and c even, player II plays so as to retain at least one grandfather 
when the last move M of the next odd plateau is encountered. Since moving a 
grandfather creates a cover, it is easy to see that, from the critical stage up to move 
M, at most 2t grandfathers may be wasted among the two players. Starting with 
move M, player II plays as follows: 
(a) If c is odd, move a cover (so c becomes even). If c is even, move a grandfather 
(and c remains even because we are in an odd plateau). In any case c is now even. 
(b) Now we are in an even plateau, so player I must change c to be odd (whether 
he moves a cover or a grandfather). 
(c) Then player II checks the parity of g. If g is even. he moves a cover, otherwise 
he moves a grandfather. In any case g and c are now even. 
We summarize the moves of player II in Table 1. We see that two more grand- 
fathers may be wasted before g and c become even when g is even at move M, and 
one more when g is odd. So we need at least 2t + 1 grandfathers when the critical 
stage is reached. There is, however, no requirement on the minimal number of 
Table 1. Making g and c even starting at the last move of an odd plateau. 
even odd 
even 
odd 
move gf and in the 
next turn move what move gf 
player I doesn’t move 
move cover and in the 
move cover next turn move what 
player I doesn’t move 
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Table 2. Making a and c even starting at the last move of an even 
plateau. 
even 
even odd 
move ac and in the 
next turn move what take ac 
player I doesn’t ake or move 
odd move cover move ac 
covers; from position M on, player II never moves a cover when c is even. 
Case 2: There are either no unlabeled grandfathers in the graph, or no (labeled) 
grandfathers at the critical stage. From the critical stage on, when g = 0, player II 
strives to make a and c even, and afterwards imitates player I until the end of the 
game. 
In this case player II plays so as to retain at least one antecedent when the last 
move M of the next even plateau is encountered. During this play, player I can waste 
2t antecedents. If at the critical stage there were 2t covers, player II does not need 
to use up any antecedentv himself. If, however, there were no covers at all, player 
II has to move at most I antecedents. Starting with move M, player II plays as 
follows: 
(a) c is even and a is odd-take an antecedent. 
(b) c is odd and a is even-move a cover. 
(c) c and a are both odd-move an antecedent. 
In these three cases, c and a thus become even immediately. 
(d) c and a are even, player II moves an antecedent, so both c and a become odd, 
and we enter an odd plateau. If player I moves or takes an antecedent ( here is no 
difference in an odd plateau), then a becomes even, and player II moves a cover so 
c is also even. If player I moves a cover, then player II should move or take an 
antecedent and again both are even. 
We summarize the moves of player II in Table 2. Again we see from the table that 
at most two more antecedents are wasted if a is even, and one if a is odd, so at the 
critical stage, either a total of 3t + 1 antecedents, orelse a total of 2t + 1 antecedents 
and 2t covers suffice for player II to win. 
Case 3: The graph contains both unlabeled antecedents and uclabefed grand- 
fathers. There are eight values for the relative parities of gac. We encode these 
values by three binary digits, where “0” stands for even, and “1” for odd. For 
example: “011” indicates that g is even, and a and c are odd. 
We consider two cases at the critical stage: 
(a) gr4t. Since g+az lOt+ 1 by hypothesis, a-gz2t+ 1. Player Ii gets rid of 
the grandfathers. There are two possibilities: (i) gs 3t; then a - gz 4t + 1 > 3t + 1, so 
after the grandfathers disappear we have at least 3t + 1 antecedents, (ii) g> 3t; in this 
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Table 3. How player II can get rid of the antecedents. 
WC 
000 
001 
Ol( 
01 
101 
10 
11 
11 
1
I 
1 
1 
0 
1 
(’ 
0 
1 
Odd plateau Even plateau 
e 
take ac 110 take ac 110 take ac 110 cover 101 
move ac 111 m0ve ac 111 
gf 000 gfooo (if there are (if there are 
(ti 001) noac’s-see (i?f 001) no covers - se 
(cover 101) cAxnnlent 13) (cover 101) comment 12) 
M 111 M 111 
(d 001) (gt OOI) gf 000 
cover 100) (cover 100) 
gf 000 
take ac 100 take ac 100 
uwer 111 cowr 111 
take (1(: 100 move ac 101 
(l3f 011) 
(move &z 101) 
(d Oil) 
(move ac 101) 
ac 101 cover 110 move ac 100 take ac 101 
case player II creates at least 3t covers while he gets rid of the grandfathers. In any 
case after getting rid of the grandfathers we are in Case 2 above. 
(b) g h 4t + 1. In this case player II takes antecedents until the first end of an even 
plateau (meanwhile player I can waste 2t grandfathers), and then follows the 
strategy outlined in Table 3 (possibly wasting one more grandfather if gac=OW). 
The idea is to use up all the antecedents without any grandfathers: If player 1 moves 
a grandfather, Table 3 shows that then player II can move to “000” in one move. 
He then imitates player I until the end of the game. On the other hand, if player I does 
not move any grandfather, then after having used up all the antecedents, there 
remain at least 2t+ 1 grandfathers, so we enter Case 1 above. 
Beginning (if exists) 
I II 
Beginning (if cxinta) 
I II 
End of plaluu 
I II 
.gf 101 
cover 000 cover 000 cover 000 cover 000 
take ac 000 
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(1) The rows of the table correspond to all the possible parities of encodings of 
gac by three bits, while the columns indicate the different types of stages in the 
game. 
(2) The left-half of the table describes the strategy of player II when in an odd 
plateau, and the right-half in an even one. 
(3) The two rightmost columns in each half of the table designate the last two 
moves of the plateau, and the two leftmost columns the beginning of the plateau. 
(4) It is possible that a plateau is of length 2. In this case the beginning does not 
exist, and we “jump” from column 4 to 7 (if an even plateau is of length 2), or from 
column 8 to 3 (if an odd plateau is of length 2). 
(5) Every entry in the table contains the move (e.g. “take ac”), and the target, 
the new row moved to. 
(6) The beginning of the winning strategy of player II is always in the rightmost 
column (the end of an even plateau; this is what player II waits for). Then we loop 
zero or more times (no more than t - I) through columns 1 and 2, until the end of 
the plateau. Then we jump to column 3, then 4, loop zero or more times through 
columns 5 and 6, jump to 5, 8 and so on until there are no antecedents left. 
(7) The empty entries in the table are irrelevant, because they are never reached 
if player II plays correctly. However, the rightmost column is full, because at the 
beginning all combinations are possible. (Actually, entries “000” and “010” in the 
rightmost column are relevant only the first time, while in the following iterations 
they are not traversed.) 
(8) In the columns of player II (the even columns), the move that leads to a win 
is written. If the move leads to an immediate win (Le., to VOO”), the move is 
written in boldface. 
(9) In the columns of player I, all the moves that he can make are written. 
When the move leads to an immediate win of player II, the move is enclosed in 
parentheses_ 
(10) In the left part of the table (odd plateau), there is t&o difference between 
taking an antecedent and moving it; so we just write “ac”. (If pbyer II wants to 
shorten the game, he should take it.) In the right part, however, there is d difference 
so “take”/“move” are written. 
(11) Figure 1 depicts the various paths encountered in traversing Tab& 2. 
Examining Table 3 and Fig. 1 shows that player II can indeed get rid of the 
antecedents, without wasting grandfathers. Whenever player I moves a grandfather, 
it leads to an immediate win of player II. If we follow the looping in the table, we 
discover that player II takes or moves antecedents, sothey will disappear eventually. 
(12) In the rightmost column of row “loo”, player II should move a cover. But 
because c is even, it is possible that there are no covers. In this case player II takes 
an antecedent, leaving gac= 110. (If there are no antecedents also; see comment 
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ODD PLATEAU EVEN PLATEAU 
I Plaver: II I II 
move ac ?P---- 
take ‘ac- 
Fig. 1. A graphical representation of the moves of Table 3, excluding those that lead to an immediate 
win of player II. 
(13)). Now if player I moves a grandfather, player II moves or takes an antecedent, 
and conversely. In any case we reach “000”. 
(13) The happy end of this table is when there are no antecedents anymore. It can 
be either at the turn of player II (in row “100”) or at the turn of player I. In this 
case we enter Case 1 above. cl 
Recapturing informally the proof, we note that the alternating property of f 
enables player II, at the transition from one plateau to another, to attain an even 
number of heads of the desired type; and the phase preserving property enables 
player II to preserve this even number. We also point out that whereas the strategies 
of [3, 41 work only for digraphs with specialized foliages, Theorem 2.2 works for 
every epidemiograph. 
Remark 2.3. In Case 2 of the proof, we do not use all the power of phase preserving. 
Player II can invoke his strategy even if f satisfies only: f (2k + 1)~ 0 (mod 2)* 
f(2k+ 2)=0 (mod 2). The proof is almost the same except: (i) in subcase (d) if 
player I moves a cover, player II must take an antecedent, if f is even, (ii) during 
the imitation, if player I moves an antecedent when f is odd, and after that f is even, 
then player II should take an antecedent in order to leave a and c even. 
Definition 2.4. Let G be an epidemiograph. For every vertex u E G define the height 
h(o) of u to be the maximal distance from u to a leaf. 
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Fig. 2. A simple graph with property (ii). 
Corollary 2.5. If f is a positive t-alternating phase preserving function, the 
unique labeled vertex u in G is not joined to a leaf, and the height of u is at least 
(t + l)(lOt - 1) + 3, then player II can win in coma(f) on G. 
Proof. Player II invokes the following opening strategy: Move always the head of 
maximal height h to a vertex of height h - 1. 
It suffices to show that at the critical stage there are at least lot + 1 antecedents 
and grandfathers (vertices of height 2). In order to show this, we have to consider 
the case in which the number of heads created is minimal: 
(i) The function f is of minimum value: 
f(k)= 
2 
I 
if k=2t+ 1 or 0 (mod(2t +2)), 
1 elsewhere. 
(We do not use in the proof the fact that f(k) = 2 at the end of a period. We may 
use any other minimal function f (k + 2~39, m = 1,2,. . . , t + 1.) 
(ii) Every vertex of height at least 3 (except u) is joined to a leaf. A simple 
example, which contains covers, antecedents and grandfathers, is illustrated in Fig. 
2. In any other case the number of surviving heads can only increase. 
Let d be the height of U. For every n satisfying 1 cnz~d- 2, define x, to be the 
number of heads of height d - n at the earliest stage at which no heads of height 
>d - n remain, and player II is about to move. 
Claim. xi(t+ll+lZi+2. 
Proof. By induction on i. 
(i) i= 0. Player I moves the head u, producing 
so xrr2. 
at least 2 heads of height d - 1, 
(ii) Assumexiu+r)+rzi+2; show x(~+~)(~+~)+~ 1 i +3. Since f is positive, it is easy 
to see that the sequence x, does not decrease, i.e., x,, 1 rx, for every n, no matter 
what player I does. Hence by the induction hypothesis x,r 2 for n L i(t + 1) + 1, so 
we need at least one double move (moves of both players) to move all the heads from 
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a vertex to its follower. Thus we need at least t + 1 double moves to move all the 
heads of height d - (i(t + 1) + 1) to vertices of height d - ((i + l)(t -I- 1) + 1). But in 
every successive t + 1 double moves there is a double move with f = 2, so there is n 
satisfying i(t+ l)+ lzzn<(i+ l)(t+ 1)+ 1 such that Xn+t>x,, hence ~~~+,)~,,_~)+r~ 
Xi(,+t)+i+lli+3. 
Theconclusionisx~10,_,,,,+,,+,r10t-1+2=10t+l. 
Since dz(lOt-l)(t+1)+3, we have x~_~Lx~~~~_~)~~+~)+~I~O~+~. But x~_~ is 
exactly the number of grandfathers and antecedents at the critical stage (after the 
move of player II), and according to Theorem 2.2 player II wins. q 
Definitions 2.6. A growth function f is phase reversing if for every kr 1, 
f(2k)=f(2k+ l)(mod2). 
A phase reversing function is called t-alternating (t? 1) if for every kz0, 
f(2k+ 1) =f(2(k+ l)+ 1) 
=f(2(k+2)+1)r -.-=f(2(k+t-l)+l) (mod2) 
*f(2(k+t_l)+l)ff(2(k+t)) (mod2). 
A dual to Theorem 2.2 is the following result. 
Theorem 2.1. Let G be an epidemiograph with a unique labeled vertex u, and 
let f be a t-alternating phase reversing function. If at the critical stage the set of 
grandfathers and antecedents has cardinality at least 10t + 1, then player I can win 
in comadf) on G. 
Corollary 2.8. If f is a positive t-alternating phase reversing function, and the height 
of u is at least (t + l)(lOt - l)+ 3, then player I can win in coma(#) on G. 
The proofs are based on reversing the names of the players (cf. [4, Theorem 21). 
Then f is t-alternating phase preserving with respect o the renamed players. By 
Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.5, player I has a winning strategy. 
3. Strategies for shortest and longest play 
We begin our investigation with Nimania. In this case a position can be described 
by a set of positive integers instead of a set of vertices of a graph. Thus, “I” denotes 
cover, “2” denotes grandfather and so on. 
Definitions 3.1. (1) The length of a game is the length of a play of the game, i.e., 
the number of moves of the play. 
(2) Every position in Nimania is actually a multiset A of positive integers. For the 
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A={n ,..., n,n-l,..., n-l ,..., l,..., l)={al* . . . . a,>, 
WV w 
a;, times a, _ 1 times aI times 
where m = Cy= I ai, the sequence a,,, . . . . a1 is called a canonical representation f A. 
(Note that since a,, can be 0, the canonical representation is not unique.) 
(3) Let f be a fixed growth function. For NimaniaCf) define functions !?‘f and Qjf 
as follows: Yj-(A,k) is the minimum length of an.1 Nimaniadf) play on A starting 
at stage k. Similarly, Gf’A, k) is defined as the maximum length of the same game. 
We omit the subscript “j”, if it is clear from the context. Note that to achieve the 
minimum or maximum length of a game, the two players normally have to collude. 
(4) Let A and B be positions in Nimania, and assume that the multisets A and 
B are ordered linearly, i.e., A = (aI, . . . . a,,), B= (b,, . . . . b,,) with a, 2 --- la,,, and 
b, r --- zb,,,.. We say that B dominates A if m’rm and bizai for every ic [l,m]. 
The following result gives two additional equivalent conditions for the dominance 
relation. 
Lemma 3.2. Let A and B be positions with canonical representations a,,, . . . , a1 and 
P “, . . . , /I, respectively. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) IfA=(a, ,..., a,,,) and B=(b, ,..., b,,,.) are linearly ordered multisets, then 
m' r m and bi 2 ai for every i E [ 1, m] (B dominates A). 
(2) There is a l-l function h : A-+B such that h(a)za for every aE A. 
(3) For every iE [l,n], 
Proof. (1) * (2). Clear. Define h(ai) = bi. 
(2)*(3). Define for every irz [l,n], Ai= (aEA : ari}, Bi= (bE BE bzi). Since 
n n 
Serial no. of element: 1 2 
I I 
cp i i 
I 
c aj m m’ 
j=l j=l 
I I 
A = ( n,n,...,n ,.......... . . ...) I 1 1 . , ,..., ,... )_ ,..., 1) 
aI times 
I 
B = { n,n ,..., n ,..., _2,...,! ,..., P,...,T, . . . , r , . . . , 1) 
fin times fir times fir times 
Fig. 3. Positions A and B under the assumption ai>&. 
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h(rr)rn, it follows that h(A_i)c I$. Since h is a l-l function, we get for every 
iE [l,nl, 
jii aj=lAil~IBil= i Pj- 
j=i 
(3)=(l). We have m’rm, since 
Suppose there is i E [ 1, m] such that ai > bi , where ai = I and bi = r. Then we have 
i CtjZi> i flj, 
j=l j=l 
as illustrated in Fig. 3, a contradiction. •! 
Lemma 3.3. Let f be a nondecreasing growth function: f (k + 1) If(k). Let A, B 
be two positions in Nimaniadf). If B dominates A then for all stages kl, k2 with 
kl I k2 we have !Pf(A, k,) I !Pf(B, k2) and Gf(A, k,) 5 Gf(Bt k2). 
Proof. Let (Y,, .. . . ~~ and /?,,, .. . . PI be canonical representations of the positions A 
and B respectively. Consider the lexicographic order < of (Z’)“: 
(I,, ---, W(m,,...m) 
if there exists j such that Ii = mi for i>j and b< tnj. This ordering is a well-ordering 
of the set (Z’)“, so we can use transfinite induction on (&, . . . . /I,), which we now 
apply for proving the P-inequality: 
(a) (&...,PI)=(~,..., 0), then the assertion of Lemma 3.3 is trivial. 
(b) Assume the assertion for every (PA, . . . , pi) < (j?,, . . . , PI); show it for 
(P”, *--, p,). Starting from position B at stage k2, let SE B be a number whose re- 
moval leads to shortest play. This move results in a position B’ whose canonical 
representation /3;, . . . , j3f satisfies fil=&- 1 and for s>l, ~&.l=&_lff(k~)+l; 
and fl,!=& for i#s,s- 1. Note that 
B’= B-M 
I 
ifs= 1, 
B-{s)+Cf(k2)+1)={s-1) if s>l. 
(By B - {s} + m - Is’>, we mean: Delete one copy of s from B and adjoin m copies 
of s’ to B.) 
By Lemma 3.2, there is a l-l function h : A+B such that h(a)za for every aeA. 
We consider two cases: 
(i) SE h(A). Let t = h -I(s). Then removing t from position A at stage k, results 
in a position A’ of the form 
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A’= A--W 
t 
if t= 1, 
A-(t)+Cf(kr)+l)-{t-l} if t>l. 
Since tls andf(kt)Sf(&), it is easy to see that a l-l function h’ : A’*B’ can be 
constructed which agrees with h on A - {t}, and maps the additional copies of c - 1 
in A ‘, if any, into the additional copies of s - 1 in B’, such that h’(a’) ?a for 
every a’EA’. So the positions A’, B’ satisfy the assumptions of the lemma with 
(& *-*, pi) < (B,. . . . , j?,). Hence by the induction hypothesis 
Y(/l,k,)~Y’(/l’,k,+l)+lr!?‘(B’,k,+l)+l=Y(B,~2). 
The left inequality follows from the fact that starting from A at stage k,, t is not 
necessarily a number whose removal eads to shortest play. 
(ii) se h(A). In this case the positions A, B’ satisfy the assumptions of the lemma 
since h still maps A into B’. Again by the induction hypothesis on (#IA, . .. . pi), 
Y(A,k,)sY(B’,kz+l)=Y(B,kz)-l=Y(B,kk,). 
The proof of the @-inequality is similar: We pick sfzA as a number whose 
removal eads to maximum length, consider the removal of h(s) E B and continue by 
induction. Note, however, that here we do not get case (ii). n 
Examining the proof carefully shows that we use the monotonicity off only in 
case (i) to get f(k,) sf(/+). We could circumvent he need for monotonicity at the 
price of restricting the result to kr = k2. But this restriction is not consistent with 
case (ii), where we use the induction hypothesis with k, and k2+ 1. However, as 
mentioned above, the @-inequality proof does not use case (ii) at all. So, the @- 
inequality of Lemma 3.3 holds even if f is not monotonic, with the restriction 
k, = kz. The Y-inequality, however, is violated when f is not monotonic even if 
k, = kz. As an example, take f(k) = 2,2,0,0,0, . . . , and the positions A = (3,1} and 
B= {3,2). We get Y(B, 1) = 7~8 = Y((A, 1). Thus, Y and @J do not behave “sym- 
metrically” !
Theorem 3.4. Let f be a nondecreasing growth function. The strategy: Always move 
a head with maximum height, results in shortest play in NimaniaCf). Similarly, 
moving a head with minimum height, rer!dts in longest play. 
Proof. We shall prove the result for shortest play. The proof for longest play 
is similar. Let A be a position in NimaniaCf) with a canonical representation 
c? n,. . . , aI, such that CX,, >0. Denote by A(k; j) = Af(k; j) the position obtained after 
removing j at stage k, starting from A. We abbreviate and write A(k; j, i) instead 
of A(k; j)(k + 1; i). Starting from A at stage k, it suffices to show that Y(A, k) = 
Y(A(k; n), k+ 1) + 1. That is to say, Y(A(k; n), k + 1) d Y(A(k;j), k + 1) for every 
je [I, n - 1] such that oj>O. The proof is again by transfinite induction on 
(CI,, --., a,), using the same lexicographic order as in Lemma 3.3. 
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(a) (a,,...,q)=(O,..., 0), then the assertion of Theorem 3.4 is trivial. 
(b) Assume the assertion for every @A, . . ..~$)<(a.,, . . ..a.); show it for 
(a,, ***, a,). Note that A(k;j) has a canonical representation (a,, . . ..clj- l,~j_ 1 + 
f(k)+ 1, .-,al)cbz, ***, al). (Note that this inequality and the relations below 
hold even if j= 1.) So by the induction hypothesis, we get 
Y(A(k;j),k+ l)= Y(/l(k;j,n),k+2)+ 1 (1) 
for everyje [l,n- l] such that oj>O. Sincef(k)rf(k+ l), the positions A(k; n,j) 
with a canonical representation 
~“-l,~~_,+f(k)+l,...,~lj-l,~lj_~+f(k+l)+l,...,~~~ 
and A(k; j, n) with a canonical representation 
~~-l,~~_~+f(k+l)+l,...,~j-l,~j_~+f(k)+l,...,~~ 
satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3.3 with A(k;j,n) dominating A(k; n,j). Thus, 
Y(A(k; n,j),k+2)< Y(A(k;j,n),k+2). (2) 
But j is a possible move at stage k+ 1 starting from A@, k), hence 
Y(A(k;n),k+I)rY(A(k;n,j),k+2)+1. (3) 
From (I), (2) and (3) we get 
Y(A(k;n),k+l)~Y(A(k;j),k+l). 0 
Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.4 can be generalized to a general epidemiograph in 
the following way: For play with minimum length, take a head with maximum 
distance d from a leaf, and move it to a vertex of distance d- 1. For play with 
maximum length, take a head with minimum height h, and move it to a vertex of 
height h - 1. 
A theorem similar to Theorem 3.4 was proved in [S, 71 for the i-Hercules-Hydra 
game, which is played on finite rooted trees with f(k) = k. Both theorems coincide 
for the cases i = m, f(k) = k and when the graph is a simple path. 
4. Nimania with the function f(k) = Lf(k + 2)J 
As cus?nary in combinatorial game theory (see e.g. [l]), we define an N-position 
as any position u from which the Next player (the player moving from U) can win, 
no matter what his opponent does; and a P-position as any position u from which 
the Previous player (the opponent of the player moving from u) can win, no matter 
what his opponent does. We also denote by N and P the set of all N-positions and 
P-positions respectively. By F(U) we denote the set of followers of position u, i.e., 
the set of positions reachable from u in one move. From the definition of P and 
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Table 4. The strategy when there remain 2g, 1’. 
gc 
00 
01 
l( 
11 
21 
2 
3 
3 
- 
I 
) 
1 
3 
1 
0 
1 
Odd plateau Even plateau 
2 11 2 11 2 10 2 10 
1 31 1 31 
1 31 l(S)31 2 21 2 21 
2 20 2 21 
1 30 1 30 
2 21 2 21 1 30 1 30 
2 21 2 20 
N it then follows that u EN if and only if F(u)tV# 0; and u E P if and only if 
F(U) c N. 
Notation. By & we mean n copies of m. 
Theorem 4.1. Player I can always win in Nimania for the function f (k) = L+(k + 2)] 
(excluding the trivial case where we begin with a leaf ), and the winning strategy is 
robust. 
Proof. The proof is divided into three main parts: (1) Characterize the P- N-positions 
after all numbers bigger than 2 have been eliminated. (2) Show that if player I starts 
to play according to his winning strategy when a “few” 3’s remain, then player I 
can win. (3) Count how many l’s and 2’s are needed, and give the overall strategy. 
(1) The P-N-pattern after there remain only 1’ and 2g is determined by the 
residue of g modulo 4, the parity of c, and the residue of k (the stage) modulo 6. 
We encode the eight possibilities of the ordered pair (g,c) by two digits. For exam- 
ple, “31” means that g=3 (mod4), and c is odd. The partition into P- N- 
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Table 5. The strategy when there remain 3’, 2g, 1’. 
gc 
00 
01 
la 
11 
2( 
2: 
3t 
3 
I : 
I : 
1 
1 
3 
1 
Odd plateau Even plateau Odd plateau Even plateau 
4 5 6 
1 01 
2 31 3 30 
3 30 
1 00 1 00 
2 30 2 30 2 30 
3 31 3 31 
I I 
3 00 3 00 
-t-t- 
1 20 
2 11 2 11 
3 01 
1 31 
1 31 2 20 3 ia 47 3 10 1 30 1 3c 3 11 2 21 or* 
13 1112 21 
3 00 
1 10 1 10 
2 00 2 00 
3 01 3 01 
1 21 
2 11 2 11 
3 10 
1 20 
2 10 1 20 
3 11 
1 31 1 31 
2 21 1 31 2 21 
3 20 3 2c 
1 3( I 2 20 2 2( 3 23 
3 31 3 31 
1 31 
2 20 2 20 2 20 3 00 
3 30 
1 30 1 30 
1 30 3 31 2 20 2 20 
3 01 3 01 
*If there is at least I’, player I moves 1, and if there is at least 2’, player I moves 2. (If there are 
both-player I moves one of them.) 
positions is illustrated in Table 4. The eight rows of the table correspond to the eight 
different residues of g and c, and the columns are the residues of k modulo 6. Every 
entry in the table has one item or two items. Every item consists of the move (e.g. 
“1” means move l), and the target-the next row we move to. Denote by P’ the 
set of entries with two items and by N’ the set of entries with one item. Note that 
all leaves of the game graph, which are included in the “00” row, are in P’. It is 
also easy to check that all followers of P’-positions are in N’, and that every N’- 
position has a follower in P’. These three properties imply that P=P’ and N=iV’. 
(2) Tables 5 and 6 indicate the strategy of player I when there remain 3 ’ and 3* 
respectively. Here again the entries with a single item are N-positions and all the 
others are P-positions. The empty entries iead to a win of player II, so they are 
omitted. When there remains 33 and it is the turn of player I, he has to refrain 
from moving 3 if it leads to one of the four empty entries in Table 6. He then ought 
to move 1 or 2; but, as can be verified easily, he may move 3 in the next turn. If 
player II moves 3 from 33 there are no problems, because all the positions in Table 
6 from which player I can move (the odd columns) are N-positions! Note that two 
copies of 1 can be wasted among the two players just prior to the entry of Table 6. 
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Table 6. ‘*he strategy when there remain 3’, 2g, 1’. 
9c 
00 
01 
1c 
11 
2( 
2: 
31 
3 
Odd plateau Even plateau 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 01 1 01 1 01 
1 30 2 30 2 30 2 31 2 31 2 31 
3 20 3 30 3 30 
1 00 1 00 1 00 
3 21 2 31 3 21 2 30 3 31 2 30 
3 21 3 31 3 31 
1 11 1 11 1 11 
3 30 2 00 2 00 2 01 2 01 2 01 
Odd plateau Even plateau 
7 8 9 
1 01 
2 30 2 30 2 30 
3 00 
1 00 
3 01 2 31 3 01 
3 01 
1 11 
3 10 2 00 2 00 
3 10 
1 10 
3 11 2 01 1 1c 
3 11 
1 21 
3 20 2 10 3 2t 
3 20 
1 20 
2 11 2 11 3 21 
3 21 
1 31 
2 20 2 20 2 21 
3 30 
1 30 
2 21 2 21 3 3 
3 31 
10 11 0 
2 11 1 21 2 11 
3 30 3 3c 
1 2( 
2 10 2 l( 
3 31 2 1 31 1 31 2 21 3 00 2 2: 3 00 3 OI 1 30 1 3f 2 20 2 20 2 2( 3 01 3 0 
(3) This part is technical and full of details, so we only sketch the proof; the 
interested reader can see the details in 121. 
In Tables 4, 5 and 6, there are N-positions in which player I should move 1 or 
2, but it is possible that there are no numbers of this type at all. So we have to 
guarantee that for those positions we have a large enough supply of them. We do 
this by labeling the items with the minimum requirements (a; b). Such a requirement 
means that player I needs at least 2”, lb for his winning strategy. The labeling 
procedure is as follows: In every entry in which c is even and player I should move 
1 we write ( ,2), and in every row in which gr0 (mod 4) and player I should move 
2 we write (4, ). Such entries are set in boldface in Tables 4, 5 and 6. Then we go 
“backwards” and update the requirements in every item dominating it. Note, that 
in a P-position the requirement of g(c) is the maximum requirement of the g(c) com- 
ponents of its items. The results of applying this procedure are indicated in Table 4 
(by the ordered pairs (a, b)), but omitted in Tables 5 and 6. We do not label entries 
which lead to winning of player II since, as we said, if player I plays carefully, we 
do not reach these entries. 
Remark. In all the calculations we assume that we enter Table 6 at stage 111. Thus 
for example, if k= 1 (mod 12), then actually kr 13. So, if there is an item whose 
move is 3 or 2 and its target has a requirement about g or c respectively, the 
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move always creates a sufficient supply of 2 or 1 respectively. Therefore in these 
cases we do not need to update the dominating positions. 
After applying this procedure one can see that in Table 6 the maximal requirement 
we have is 2’, 1’. But since we enter Table 6 by moving 3 and the stage then is 
z 10, at least 5 copies of 2 are produced. There remains a requirement of 13. Re- 
member that in part (2) above 2 copies of 1 can be wasted, so we need 1’ when 
there remains 33. 
The overall strategy 
Assume that the game begins with n. If 1 ~n~5 it is easy to check directly that 
player I has a winning strategy. If n>5 player I may “sleep” during all the play 
until there remains the first time 35 and there is no number bigger than 3. Figure 
4 and Theorem 3.4 show that indeed we get 35 at a stage k? 10. 
We consider two cases at this stage: (i) If player I plays he moves 3 and creates 
at least 34, 25, and in the next turn moves 2 and creates at least l’, and this is 
enough as we saw. Then, if player II does not move 3 he moves 3, and enters Table 
6. (ii) If player II plays, then if player II does not move 3, it is as case (i), and if 
player II moves 3, he creates at least 25, then player I moves 2 and continues as in 
case (i). 0 
Variations 
(1) Generalization of the function. During most stages of the proof we used only 
the periodic behavior of the functionf(k) = L+(k + 2)j modulo 4, and not the func- 
tion itself. This raises the question whether Theorem 4.1 can be generalized to any 
function g such that g(k)=_f(k) (mod 4). The answer is yes (see [2]); Theorem 4.1 
still holds for this class of functions. The strategy is similar, only the counting in 
part (3) is changed, because in this case the remark is not true: The move does not 
automatically create a large enough supply of 1 and 2. The labels of the items are 
greater in this case, so player I should guarantee a large enough supply of 1 and 2, 
rather than sleeping. In this case there is much use of the “or technique” that here 
we used only once in Table 5 in column 3 of row 31. 
(2) Generalization of the graph. We used the fact that the graph is a simple path 
only near the leaves; higher up, the graph can be any finite acyclic graph. This 
generalization is independent of the first one. 
Fig. 4. The prefix of the shortest play of Nimania(f) starting from 6. 
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(3) Graph with no unlabeled grandfathers. Sincefsatisfiesf(2k + 1) =O (mod 2) * 
f(2k + 2) = 0 (mod 2), Remark 2.3 shows that if at the critical stage there are at least 
5 antecedents, then player II can win. 
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